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About This Game

Mr Rabbit’s Alphabet Forest Adventure is an exciting game to teach a child English phonics and alphabet in an engaging way.

Mr Rabbit who travels through a forest maze to find letters. Each letter is spelled on collection in a cheerful and enthusiastic
voice of a child who enjoys playing it. You can encourage your child to spell the letters along as a practice and to seed the

positive feeling of reading while doing so. The letter then must be traced (with a mouse or with a finger if you happen to use a
touch screen device). Each letter allows unlocking of a door. Four letters collected from each level open a portal to a next part

of the maze. The labyrinth levels gradually increase in difficulty in order to present some challenge and to occupy the little ones
while having fun. The collected letters are also available in the index page of the main menu, where their sound can be replayed

and where painting them can also be repeated.

Oh! And don’t forget about the carrots! The time for each level is limited so in case of the time running out just lead Mr Rabbit
to a carrot to get more time to finish the level.

The quiz feature allows children to test their knowledge of both tracing of letter shapes and listening to letter sounds.

There are 2 modes of letter presentation: standard alphabetical mode with capital letters and "satpin" mode used in UK
education system.

Mr Rabbit’s Alphabet Forest Adventure is designed for children. The game has bright colors, enthusiastic music and is a maze
so it does require a bit of thinking. Usually, it’s more running than solving problems but rabbits are good at that.

Whether your child starts learning the alphabet or is a reading beginner this is a game for it.

The game was tested in schools and feedback collected from teachers was incorporated into game's development.

There aren’t many other games out there that are designed especially for children and are more than a time killer. Mr Rabbit’s
Alphabet Game bloomed from a need of parents who wanted their child to play a game that’s interesting, designed for children

and educational to fill that gap.

Free licenses are available for schools and other non-profit entities. Email admin@alakhainespecialistconsulting.co.uk to request
license keys.

The game uses OpenDyslectic font to support children with reading/writing difficulties. Tracing letters with fingers is a popular
way to enhance the learning experience.

Mobile version of the game is available for Android at
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.BlackIceGaming.BouncemonNotFree
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Publisher:
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В общем, всё класс спасибо за игру <3
Няшная милая и ничего сложного в ней вроде как нету ^^
Ня.. I'm pretty certain the "Magitek" is powered by Robert Heinlein spinning in his grave.... TL;DR - Fun game, buy it.

Review:
 - Huge selection of Disney and Pixar characters to choose from, and Power Discs are all available to use, as opposed to the
console version where you had to buy everything seperately
 - Playsets are basically mini campaigns, and each can take a couple of hours to complete
 - Toybox has many mini games and objects to use and create with, and plenty of possiblities for creative minds to shine

This game, while initially targeted at kids, can be very fun for any adult who likes playing around in a sandbox environment,
destroying things, building/playing mini games, or just likes Disney/Pixar characters.

The *only* reason not to get this game is if you prefer the Star Wars playsets or the Marvel playsets that are included in the
other versions. Otherwise, this is a great game with many hours of fun in store, especially if you are a Disney/Pixar fan.

Recommended!. This game is kind of a mixed bag. I'll start with the good stuff.

-The graphics are OUTSTANDING. If you take the time to admire the environment, the amount of detail that went into the
 textures, lighting etc. is better than some AAA games.

-The combat isn't just a brain dead "fire until you have no ammo" for once and requires some strategy and stealth. The AI also
has a unique way of fighting that I've never seen in a game before (I won't spoil it.)

-The soundtrack is very nice (couldn't find any other words.)

-The controls are very responsive and you can quickly execute a number of actions.

As for the bad stuff...I couldn't really find anything to complain about except the story. I finished the game within 8 hours, but
that's because I rushed through some levels and didn't collect some items (which I regret now.) At the end of the 8 hours and the
final credit scene closed I felt a little incomplete. However, I still would recommend this game, as this game is unique and is a
good expierience.

TLDR: Everything about this game is amazing and if you don't mind having a somewhat incomplete ending, I would heavily
recommend this game.

. it wont open. tried everything. restarted . uninstalling then installimg again. nothing. i just wasted money on something i
couldnt use. I saw this game on the top of the most popular release and I read thru it and I was like ohh its just like Joy of
Creation. I thought what the heck 9 bucks and try it out.. I love you can walk around, a little buggy and the direction of the game
is slow, but this game was just released. I want to give it more a chance before knocking it to bad. But the story does look
promising. I was actually surprised that there was one.

Voice Acting 10/10 ;)
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https://youtu.be/hroaEcf7RGg. Smart concept, stimulating game design. Once you learn the ropes by trial and error you actually
have to put your thinking cap on.. If you enjoyed playing older games in the Hitman franchise like "Silent Assassin" "Blood
Money" and "Contracts", you will enjoy this game as the stealth action is great and a fun challenge with great customization in a
World War II theme where the game shows a little inspiration to Hitman and it does it great. Controls may be a little hard to get
used to the first time but give it a good 10 minutes and you'll be having fun definitely a must play and enjoyable classic 9/10 !.
This little/big title has elements of several games that tried (and continue to try), yet even with big name publishers at times,
failed. This one got it right.
Let me explain....

There are several space strategy titles out at present, some of which seem enamoured with "Battlestar Galactica"'s Season One,
Episode One "33".
One such title is "The Fleets of SOL", a partner title to "The Battle of SOL". But, unlike "Nomad Fleet" ("NF") it has stuck
firmly to the formula of saving transports and 'jumping out' before becoming overwhelmed (which happens - a lot).
Unfortuately for "TFoS" this is where the gameplay basically ends, whereas "NF" expands.

You have the misnamed rogue/FTL element of a starchart to plan your jumps across the maps of course, and I say misnamed as
it is now so common that it's semblance to "FTL" is barely worth mentioning.
"Ceres" has it, although graphically more elaborate, as does "Battlevoid Harbinger" and "Distant Star: Revenant Fleet", "Infested
Planet"....ad nauseum. Let's just call it for what it is now - a 'Jump Map'.

As the previous titles have much in common, in that when you reach a sector you have several options of buying, repairing,
interracting with species and of course fighting they might be forgiven for falling into a pool indistinguishable from one
another.
"Nomad Fleet" is different in that it is a real space RTS, with the premise of jumping your fleet across a star map to survival,
reaearching, building, harvesting and fighting as you go.
This is a game light years better than "Into The Stars", more elaborate than "Battlevoid Harbinger" and more accessible than
"Ceres", a game published by Iceberg but indecipherable in it's gameplay. A game, in other words to avoid.

One comment I hear most often is the camera control. It's fine. You want a bad camera, play "Shallow Space" - it's woeful, even
after just being upgraded. Really, the worst i've encountered in a long time.

Bottom line, this isn't "Homeworld 2.5" but unless you are looking to sink 30-60 minutes into a single mission then that's a good
thing. It is "Homeworld Lite", though in many regards. The mechanics you are familiar with are there; the graphics are detailed
enough to be immersive; the soundtrack is very atmospheric; the camera quite satisfactory. The missions enjyable.

Looking to play a "Homeworld" type of game, with BSG elements and don't have the time to sink in a heavy "HW" session then
there is pleny to like here, given also the variety of missions. Easy to learn, quite easy to master, it will scratch that itch that
many others, some mentioned here, have failed to deliver.

Final Verdict: 8/10
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I was dissapointed with the game and mostly with the aliens. For example the mukay like fish, the yellow slugs are clingy...
Thats all to know about them. (Only exception are the pinthi and the jellyfish creatures.)
In SC II the game had depth. Whole ideoligies behind the aliens. You could connect, and care about the others.
This is a kid friendly, empty version.
Also story bring nothing new the table,

Gameplay is better. Spacefights\/planet gathering are nostalgic but improved. You can find some flaws but overall its good.
. Quite a fun game, only played 1hour so far but quite a nice time filler.
The battles are fun, quite a bit of stratergy in how the tiles are placed all in all a good purchase.

. I haven't played this game much, but there's a reason:
The controls are terrible.
I really thought I'd enjoy this game, and that the reviews might be biased against it for some reason. However, near the end of
the tutorial, the game told me to do something that was tedious and boring, and not easily accomplished with the game's
controls. I realized at that point that I would not enjoy playing this game, which was pretty sad. Well, I finished the tutorial, and
started a campaign game. The problems persisted, I got bored, and I decided to move on.

I wish I hadn't bought it.. It's an okay comic, the main problem is that the in-game presentation is really poor, and the resolution
sucks. But if you go into the game files and use Acrobat to open the PDF file, it's fine. But for some people that's too much of a
hoop to jump through.

Personally, I don't really like the art, since it uses 2D-rendered 3D models, but the models are kinda weird looking compared to
the originals. It'd be better if they took the original models and posed them in SFM for the comic. Aside from that, the writing is
pretty wordy and droning, like a movie that's constantly making jokes with little to no setup. Like, it could be funny, but there's
no time to really think about it. There's no emotion, really. Good effort, close, but no cigar.. Seems broken from the main menu
onwards.
Only a few phrases actually translated into english, the rest is spanish only.
Very weird controls. Half of them do not work at all. No sprinting. No help.
Has nothing to do with reality or being a security guard either, so it is extremely hard to imagine yourself into it.
All the wine bottles in the game must have been a leading method in creating this.
Not even worth a dollar.. Correct me if I'm wrong, but I'm pretty sure that cowboys in the old west didn't need to pull the
hammer back EVERY SINGLE TIME THEY SHOOT!

I'm also pretty sure they had more than 2 GUNS back then.

Edit: Ok, I stand corrected they did need to pull the hammer back, forgive me if I didn't see that in all those western movies and
games. You know, the ones that take creative liberties to make them entertaining.
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